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Here again is our summary of the Foundation’s work for another year of supporting 
community action for the environment.  

2019 was however no ordinary year for PROSPECTS. We celebrated, with many of our 
partners, our 21 years since the establishment of the Foundation, including a public open 
day on the new civic space in front of Accrington Town Hall. It was an honour and delight 
to have the attendance of the Mayor, Councillor June Harrison and the Mayoress Councillor 
Joyce Plummer. Both were enthusiastically interested in talking to staff and volunteers 
from partner organisations about their work and collaborations with PROSPECTS over 
the years.  The weather was good and the event was well attended by members of the 
public – and we recruited some new people!  Many thanks to all who were involved in 
organising and running the event – especially Alison and our student helper Heather 
Ashworth - and of course to all those who came along on the day.   

Twenty-one years, the last eight as a completely independent charity, is no mean feat.  It 
is due to the hard work and dedication of our staff and trustees and our funders, as well 
as the hundreds of volunteers who give their time week-in, week-out for a worthy cause.  
This report gives details of one year of all that good work. 

Looking forward, we have new projects in development. An Outdoor Learning Programme 
and Project Officer post are ready to go as soon as Coronavirus restrictions are eased 
enough to allow people to come together. The Foundation has begun working in 
partnership with the Council to develop and implement a climate emergency action plan 
- with a new community tree planting programme as the first priority. We will be seeking 
to get to grips with this work in the coming months. 

During the Coronavirus restrictions Roger, Julie and Barbara have been on furlough as 
volunteer events have been impractical. However we are now welcoming them back 
to work. As I write this the social distancing rules are beginning to change and we are 
hopeful of getting back to something like “normal” as soon as possible.  

Despite the trauma of the epidemic, we must not take our eye off the horizon. There is a 
positive lesson to be learned from it: emergencies demand drastic action and the climate 
change emergency – though less immediate – is nonetheless just as demanding of action.  
The consequences are longer term but no less dramatic.

As Chair of the Foundation I will try to ensure PROSPECTS plays its part. And I know 
many others feel the same.

Phil Vincent-Barwood MBE
Spring 2020
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CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION



WHO WE ARE
The PROSPECTS Foundation is Hyndburn’s community owned environmental charity. 
We were established in 1998 by local residents interested in following the principles of 
sustainable development. 

STAFF
Our 5 members of staff have responsibility for different programmes of work and 
individually funded projects.

TRUSTEES
We have 11 Charity Trustees who have overall responsibility for our work and finances. 
They meet 6 times per year.

VOLUNTEERS
We could not achieve what we do on the ground without the help of our volunteers who 
give their time freely and generously to help improve the environment of Hyndburn.

WHERE WE ARE BASED
Our main office is above the PROSPECTS Environment Centre on Broadway in Accrington. 
We hold activities and events there as well as at our training centre in Oakhill Park, off 
Manchester Road in Accrington.
 

WHAT WE DO
We work with people with all abilities and from all walks of life and particularly try to 
engage with the most marginalised in our society who often miss out on the chance 
to get involved. We also support a network of PROSPECTS Panels in the neighbouring 
townships of Baxenden, Clayton-le-Moors with Altham, Huncoat and Rishton as well as 
schools, community groups, mental health agencies and drug & alcohol dependency 
groups to help them develop their own ideas to improve their local environment.
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MISSION
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• We value our environment, both locally and globally and respect 

its uniqueness and fragility

• We are committed to the principle of environmental sustainability

• We act as a catalyst for positive environmental change and work 

to organic principles

• We believe in working collaboratively for our environment

• We believe that local people acting in their own right or 

collectively can reduce their carbon footprint by changing their 

behaviour and practices

• We are a people based organisation which is rooted in local 

communities

• We seek to work for the benefit of all communities both present 

and future

• We believe everyone has a positive contribution to make and we 

are committed to equality of opportunity for all

• We believe that a green environment and active participation can 

contribute to improved mental health and wellbeing

• We work ethically
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OUR CORE VALUES
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Our 6 Sustainability Themes guide and inform all the decisions we make and all the work 
that we carry out. They form the core of all our project work and we try to ensure that all 
our actions are not harmful to the environment and take account of both local and global 
environmental issues and positively contribute to the reduction of climate change.

IMPROVING BIODIVERSITY AND WILDLIFE HABITATS
Protecting and enhancing local wildlife and plantlife

INCREASING WASTE MINIMISATION AND RECYCLING
Identifying more ways of reducing, reusing and recycling waste which could 
lead to a cleaner, greener, healthier environment

INCREASING THE PRODUCTION OF LOCALLY GROWN FOOD
Encouraging the growing of local, organic fruit and vegetables and increasing 
access to healthier food

PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT
Encouraging cycling, walking and the greater use of public transport and recognising 
the additional health benefits of increased physical activity in the outdoors

PROMOTING ENERGY CONSERVATION AND THE USE OF RENEWABLES
Improving home and community energy efficiency and contributing towards 
reducing carbon emissions

RAISING AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Highlighting local and global environmental issues, including the impacts of climate 
change and raising the profile of what we do locally

OUR CORE SUSTAINABILITY THEMES



• We held our 21st anniversary celebration event in the Town 
Square in Accrington

• We launched our new-look website
• We secured funding to employ a 3 year Outdoor Learning Project 

Officer funded by the Ernest Cook Trust and the Windfall Fund
• We carried out a number of events in collaboration with the 

PROSPECTS Panels as part of the process of strengthening our 
core model

• We have been included on the Hyndburn Borough Council’s 
Climate Emergency Working Group

• Staff and trustees undertook Safeguarding training
• 29 new Windfall projects were awarded funding, bringing the 

total number of projects funded since the scheme began to 154
• We worked with over 280 individual Conservation Volunteers 

who contributed over 2,100 Volunteer Hours, valued at £30,000
• We successfully secured over £86,000 from external funding 

sources
• We held 2 guided school visits to the wind farm on Oswaldtwistle 

Moor looking at renewable energy generation and moorland 
habitat restoration

• We attended and ran workshops and activity sessions at the 
Lancashire Schools Sustainability Conference at Blackburn 
Rovers football ground

• We ran 3 corporate volunteer days with BT
• We developed a new partnership with the Canal and River Trust 

and jointly carried out 14 activity sessions involving 45 volunteers 
cleaning up the canal and associated towpath
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HIGHLIGHTS
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• Philip Vincent-Barwood (Chairperson) (Individual Member)
• Paul Gott (Vice-Chair) (Huncoat Community Forum) To end October 2019
• Nicholas Cort (Treasurer) (Individual Member)
• William Matthews (Baxenden Community Forum) To end October 2019
• Roger Cunliffe (Baxenden Community Forum) From November 2019
• Stephen Hemingway (Individual Member)
• Paul Worswick (Clayton-le-Moors with Altham PROSPECTS Panel)
• Colin Cooper (Rishton PROSPECTS Panel)
• Cath Holmes (Church PROSPECTS Panel)
• Margaret Worden (Individual Member)
• Councillor Stephen Button (Hyndburn Borough Council)
• Councillor Miles Parkinson (Lancashire County Council)

Our Trustees have generously given over 600 hours of their time to help with the running 
of the charity this year as well as the time they give to the work of the Panels. We held our 
AGM in May 2019 at The Coach House in Rhyddings Park, Oswaldtwistle. We were given a 
guided tour of the kitchen garden and then walked to Tinker Brook to see the work being 
carried out at the nursery.

The Prospector of the Year award was awarded posthumously to Roy Chetham from 
the Huncoat Community Forum, who sadly passed away during the year. This was in 
recognition of the time Roy gave so generously, for the benefit of the people of Huncoat, 
over many years. The Trustees have also carried out Safeguarding training with more to 
follow next year.

OUR TRUSTEES
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1st North East Lancs BP Scout Group

Aawaz

Accrington Academy

Accrington Women’s Centre

Acorn Nursery 

Adventure Hyndburn Ltd

All Saints Church Gardening Club, Clayton

All Saints with Saint James Mission PCC

Amazing Accrington

AQA Education

Baxenden Allotments & Gardens Society

Baxenden Community Forum

BBC Radio Lancashire

Belthorn Academy Primary School

Belthorn Academy Primary School PTFA

Big Local, Oswaldtwistle

Bootstrap Enterprises

Brave Church Preschool

British Hedgehog Preservation Society

British Telecom

Broadfield Specialist School

Canal & River Trust

Carers Link Lancashire

Chamber Low Carbon

Clayton with Altham PROSPECTS Panel

Connecting East Lancashire

Cycling Projects

Friends of Arden Hall & The Coppice

Friends of Rhyddings Park CIO

Go Velo

Great Harwood Community Action Group  

Growing Wild

Homewise Society

Huncoat Community Forum

Huncoat Primary School

Hyndbrook House (Your Housing Group)

Hyndburn Arts Ltd

Hyndburn Borough Council

Hyndburn Butterfly Project

Hyndburn Cycle Forum

Hyndburn Environmental Action Group

Hyndburn Leisure Trust          

Hyndburn & Ribble Valley CVS

Hyndburn Schools Eco-Cluster Group

Idle Women

Intack Primary School

Intack Primary School PTFA

Kemple View

Lancashire County Council

Lancashire Wildlife Trust

Lancashire Women

Martholme Greenway

Meadoway Allotment Childminder Groups

Mid Pennine Arts

Mount Pleasant Primary School

MyPlace

Network Rail

New Era Youth Group

Northern Rail

North Lancs Training Group

One Planet (Accrington) Ltd

Onward Housing

Oswaldtwistle Social Club

Our Lancashire

Pedal Away Hyndburn

Peel Park Primary School

Peel Park Primary School PTA

Piggy Park Community Garden Association

Proffitts CIC

Red Rose Recovery

Ribble Rivers Trust

Rishton Methodist Primary School

Rishton PROSPECTS Panel

Rockmount Northwest

Stanhill Social Club

Stanhill Village Heritage Project

St Andrew’s Primary School

St Anne’s & St Joseph’s Primary School

St Christopher’s High School

St James House/Emerging Futures

St Mary’s Primary School, Oswaldtwistle

Stepping Out

Tinker Brook Support Services CIC

Training 2000

White Ash School

WildAid Foundation UK

Winckley Road Community Orchard

Wood Sage Outdoor Education

Woody (Hyndburn) CIC

Wrap Up Lancashire

Young Carers

WHO WE HAVE WORKED WITH
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Climate Change is the long-term alteration of temperature and typical weather patterns 
and can refer to a particular location or the whole planet. It may cause weather patterns 
to be less predictable and has also been connected with other damaging weather events 
such as more frequent and more intense flooding, downpours, winter storms and also 
longer periods of sunshine and hotter temperatures. The cause of current climate change 
is thought to be largely due to human activity, like burning fossil fuels such as oil, coal 
and gas. Burning these materials releases greenhouse gases into the earth’s atmosphere. 
There, these gases trap heat from the sun’s rays inside the atmosphere causing the earth’s 
average temperature to rise, which is called global warming. Throughout earth’s history 
the climate has continually changed, however the climate change that is happening now 
is occurring at a faster rate than previously predicted.

We are all contributing to and affected by these changes in our climate 
and locally The PROSPECTS Foundation is committed to doing all we can 
to try and mitigate these effects. Our work now is as important as it has 
ever been.

In November 2019 Hyndburn Borough Council declared a Climate Emergency and has 
since committed £1 million for a programme of measures to reduce the effects in the 
Borough. PROSPECTS has been asked to sit on the Officers Working Group at the Council 
to help guide the programme and assist with the delivery of various projects. The first of 
these is a major tree planting project, primarily on Council owned land in the first instance, 
with significant community involvement. Another project we are involved in is looking at 
the feasibility of a solar photovoltaic array at Coach Road Meadows in Oswaldtwistle.

CLIMATE CHANGE
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The Windfall Fund has been as popular as ever in the last 12 months. 29 new projects have 
been funded to a value of £161,854. The funds were allocated to 21 different groups and 
organisations covering five of our six themes of sustainability. In terms of the size of the 
grants awarded, the chart below shows the split between the Mini (up to £250), Small 
(£250 to £2,000) and Large (£2,000 +) grants. The split between our themes can be 
seen in the pie charts.

WINDFALL

Photography by Russell Taylor • www.russelltaylorphotography.co.uk
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A whole range of projects have been funded as detailed below:

BIODIVERSITY: 
Rishton PROSPECTS Panel    Cottage border/pollinator planting
The PROSPECTS Foundation   Rewilding project
All Saints with St James Mission PCC  Plants and manure
Baxenden Community Forum   Habitat improvements
Hyndburn Butterfly Project   Butterfly friendly planting
Huncoat Community Forum   Wildflower meadow creation
The PROSPECTS Foundation    Tree Planting Officer
Great Harwood Community Action Group Pollinator friendly planting 

LOCAL FOOD: 
Hyndburn Leisure     Gardening equipment
Baxenden Allotments and Gardens Society Hall hire & awards for annual show
Intack Primary School PTA   Polytunnel
Carers Link Lancashire    Vertical herb/flower/veg kits
Idle Women      Creation of a medicine nursery
Lancashire Wildlife Trust    Volunteer gardening project
Carers Link Lancashire    Gardening sessions for volunteers
Peel Park PTA     Plants & gardening equipment
WildAid Foundation Trust    Gardening sessions for Broadfield School

WINDFALL
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During the year we took a group of approximately 40 Beavers, Cubs and Scouts to the 
Oswaldtwistle Moor wind farm. There we were able to talk about wind energy and explain 
about the habitat management improvements, which have been carried out on the 
moorland surrounding the wind farm. We also gave a talk to 80 primary school children 
about wind energy and helped with associated classroom based activities. 

The Oswaldtwistle Moor wind farm has been operational since November 2012 and has 
produced more than 527 GWh energy, which is enough to power more than 50% of 
homes in Hyndburn on an annual basis.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS: 
1st North East Lancs BP Scout Group  Coach hire for visit to wind farm
The PROSPECTS Foundation   Environmental Awareness project
Belthorn Academy Primary School PTFA Weather station
The PROSPECTS Foundation   Profile raising
Peel Park PTA     Coach hire for visit to wind farm
The PROSPECTS Foundation   Outdoor Learning Project Officer

ENERGY SAVING:
Stanhill Social Club     Energy saving boiler 
The PROSPECTS Foundation   Feasibility study for solar array

WASTE AND RECYCLING: 
Wrap Up Lancashire    Heavy duty recyclable bags
Homewise Society       Mobility Aids Recycling Officer

WINDFALL
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REWILDING

It’s been a busy year for the Rewilding project engaging with 25 groups across 28 
community sites to create and improve food growing areas and habitats for wildlife. 95 
workshops and activities have taken place with 755 participants. Projects have included 
support to schools for the development of their wildlife gardens; maintenance and 
enhancement of sensory gardens; food growing and craft activities with youth groups; 
support from volunteers to improve site access; winter pruning of fruit trees and willow 
structures on community allotments; monthly get-togethers for groups accessing 
gardening and other activities to provide support for one another and help improve 
mental wellbeing; planting to improve sites for bees and butterflies; and much more!!

Everyone that has taken part in the project has been inspirational and a pleasure to work 
with. One such project took place with a group of residents from Rockmount North West 
and their enthusiastic support worker. They met regularly at their community allotment 
in Piggy Park. A favourite workshop was making garden obelisks with willow cuttings 
harvested on site, which will be used to grow climbing beans and peas along with seed 
sowing and watering. Vegetables such as garlic, carrots and onions as well as fruit 
including apples, blackcurrants, rhubarb and strawberries were grown and harvested, 
before being taken home, cooked and shared with other residents. The residents also 
made fencing using hazel sourced from Woody, a living willow fence from willow cuttings 
and a leaf litter bin to collect the autumn leaves to use as a soil improver. Habitat creation 
has included a wildflower area for insect forage, a log-pile for mini-beasts and mini ponds 
with pebbles and pond plants to provide drinking water for insects and birds.

Lots of positive feedback has been received from 
people taking part in all the Rewilding activities:

“Looking forward to the session”

“The garden is starting to show promise”

“Thank you so much for this level of 
  support, it is very much appreciated 
  by me and all the members of the        
  Gardening Club”
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On a sunny Saturday in September we celebrated our coming of age!! And what better 
way to celebrate our achievements over the last 21 years than to host an event in the 
new Town Square in the centre of Accrington!  We wanted to showcase our work, raise 
our profile, promote other environmental organisations active in the Borough, attract 
new members and promote volunteering opportunities to local residents.

The event was a HUGE success!! 14 environmental organisations took part and promoted 
their own activities and opportunities. We had between 300 and 400 visitors throughout 
the day and many of the stall holders reported that they had actively engaged with 
over 100 people. Throughout the day there was a great atmosphere with live music and 
a wide range of activities for all the family. In fact, it was so successful we would like to 
hold another event next year!!

We gave out 250 goody bags on the day, containing free environmental give-aways 
(recycled paper toilet rolls, metal straws and pencils made out of recycled newspaper) 
and information on imminent events and Panel meetings. We also made over 50 bug 
hotels with children and had a lot of people signing up to receive our newsletter and 
asking how to volunteer for PROSPECTS in the future. We were delighted the Mayor 
and Mayoress were able to attend and spend so much time walking round and talking 
to stall holders.

OUR 21ST ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
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We received funding from The National Lottery Community Fund and the Windfall Fund 
for a project to bring local communities together to carry out environmental projects and 
activities that would make a difference to the places where people live. We focussed our 
activities along the Leeds Liverpool Canal and also encouraged people to walk and cycle 
in their local areas.

CANAL PARTNERSHIP
In the spring of 2019 we formed a partnership with the Canal and River Trust (CRT) 
which enabled volunteer sessions to take place along the Hyndburn section of the 
Leeds Liverpool Canal. These took place at key access areas to the canal at Rishton, 
Clayton-le-Moors and Church. 

Rishton - Activities have included clearing the large bed at Hermitage Street and planting 
it with cottage herbaceous plants attractive to birds, bees, butterflies and other insects; 
pruning the rose bed near the canal café; and clearing the picnic area at Tottleworth Bridge.  

Clayton-le-Moors - Working with the Friends of Field Bottoms, towpath entrances near 
Woodlands and Devonshire Drive were cleared and widened to improve the sight line for 
walkers and cyclists; the entrances on both sides of Whalley Road near Victoria Street 
were tackled to remove graffiti, improve a seating area and bring the information board 
back into use; and at Enfield Wharf work was carried out to clear an overgrown shrub area.

Church – By the swing bridge at Peel Bank the flagged mooring areas were revealed and 
potholes filled, litter was removed and the seating area renovated; the landing stage at 
Donkey Back picnic area, near the halfway point of the canal, was repaired by staff from 
the Canal & River Trust and work is underway to bring the two raised beds back into use.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
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During the year 45 volunteers were involved with work along the canal which is equivalent 
to more than £7,200 of in-kind support.

WALKING
During the year we hosted 13 Discover Hyndburn Walks around the Borough to encourage 
people to get out and about and discover their local area.  More than 45 people put on 
their walking boots and joined in! The walks covered Woodnook Vale, Foxhill Bank and 
Peel Park & The Coppice Local Nature Reserves, Martholme Greenway in Great Harwood, 
the fairy caves in Oswaldtwistle, and the Stanhill Heritage Trail, amongst others. Some of 
the walks were themed including a butterfly walk with Hyndburn Butterfly Project and 
a Winter Tree ID walk around Whinney Hill. BBC Radio Lancs joined us on one of our 
Wednesday Walk by Water events (run jointly with CRT) and broadcast interviews from 
the walk over two consecutive weekends.

CYCLING
We were fortunate enough to receive funding from Lancashire County Council via 
Connecting East Lancashire to purchase two electric bikes for use by the community which 
enables more people to have access to the numerous cycle ways throughout the Borough. 
We also ran several courses including Beginners Cycling Level 1, Gaining Confidence Level 
2, Adults Bike Maintenance and Kids Level 1 Fun Session & Cycling Proficiency Recap.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
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HABITATS AND HERITAGE IN HYNDBURN
In May 2019 we received a National Lottery Heritage Fund grant of £95,100 for an 
exciting new three year heritage project in Hyndburn. The project focuses on woodlands 
in Hyndburn and in particular the long-term management and conservation of 8 
Lancashire County Council woodland sites. As part of the project we will be mapping 
all the woodlands in the Borough and carrying out condition surveys of at least 10% of 
these to give us a picture of the health of the collective woodland habitat in Hyndburn. 
A database of information will be created which will be made publicly available through 
a new Hyndburn Woodland Website. The 8 woodland sites are: Whinney Hill 1, Whinney 
Hill 2, Huncoat East, Huncoat West, Martholme Greenway, Rushton House Farm Wood, 
Abbott Clough and Warcocks Green.

At the start of the project we commissioned Lancashire Wildlife Trust to produce Condition 
Surveys for each site. These provide a snapshot of the condition of each woodland, its 
current conservation value, what work can be done to improve its value and how it 
compares to other woodlands in the Borough. The assessments will be repeated again 
later in the project to show how the sites have improved. 

During the year we have run 36 separate volunteer sessions and a total of 57 individuals 
have taken part totalling 176 volunteer attendances. These sessions have included balsam 
clearing, tree thinning, bird box making and hanging, step and path clearing, fence 
removal and tree planting. 

In addition, the project has also worked with schools and organisations on a range of 
activities. A group from BT did some work at Whinney Hill and a group of apprentices 
from Training 2000 made and put up bird boxes in Huncoat East and West woodlands.

HYNDBURN’S WOODLANDS

Photography by Russell Taylor • www.russelltaylorphotography.co.uk



The project offers a range of volunteering opportunities in practical conservation 
techniques, surveying and mapping work and includes a comprehensive training 
programme in woodland management, woodland crafts and identifying skills. We are 
also running events and activities to promote woodlands in general and all the associated 
health and wellbeing benefits that come from being surrounded by trees. We have 
worked with a number of schools including St Andrew’s and St Mary’s in Oswaldtwistle 
and Hyndburn Park and St Christopher’s in Accrington, where we planted trees and hung 
bird feeders in the school grounds and investigated woodland habitats and food chains. 
Intack Primary are also preparing for some practical work in Abbott Clough woodland.

Hyndburn Butterfly Project has helped us with some plans for planting at Huncoat West 
and East woodlands to attract more butterflies to the sites. We also ran a guided walk on 
Winter Tree ID at Whinney Hill and a foraging course at Woodnook Vale. 

The project has established a steering group which meets monthly and includes 
representatives from Hyndburn Borough Council, Lancashire County Council, Lancashire 
Wildlife Trust, Connecting East Lancashire, Ribble Rivers Trust, Local PROSPECTS Panels 
and Martholme Greenway. The project is also partially funded by the Windfall Fund and 
Lancashire County Council.
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HYNDBURN’S WOODLANDS
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HUNCOAT COMMUNITY FORUM
It is more than a year since we sadly lost Roy Chetham, the former Chair of Huncoat 
Community Forum. However, as a thank you to Roy’s dedication to the Forum a memorial 
stone was laid at the Huncoat Peace Garden. An informal gathering of family and friends 
was present when the stone was unveiled and it is a permanent reminder of all the good 
work Roy initiated in the village. A plaque, engraved with a poem written by Roy, is also 
going to be mounted on the wall of the Peace Garden. A commemorative walk took place 
later in the year to remember Roy’s passion for walking and a number of local people 
took part and had an exhilarating day.

The Forum is extremely grateful for the vigilance and dedication of local residents in 
keeping Huncoat tidy with their continued litter picking and reporting of fly-tipping and 
also for the maintenance and enhancement of the planters around Huncoat, at the Peace 
Garden and at the railway station. Spouthouse Community Woodland continues to thrive 
and work is ongoing to remove the plastic tree guards where appropriate. 

The Forum has been actively involved in the public consultation concerning the proposed 
‘Huncoat Garden Village’ development and has been pressing for the developers to take 
into account the preservation of precious wildlife habitats around the village should any 
development proceed. The proposed new wildflower meadow planned for a site on 
Burnley Road, opposite the Vauxhall Garage, will take place later in the year.

The Forum has been fortunate in securing several new members over the last year and 
has reached out to other community groups in the village too. Paul Gott has resigned as 
the Forum representative on the PROSPECTS Foundation Management Committee and 
we would like to take this opportunity to thank Paul for everything he has contributed to 
PROSPECTS over many years. An open evening is planned for local people to find out 
more about how to get involved with the Forum and information is also displayed in the 
local community noticeboards and on local Facebook pages.

THE PROSPECTS PANELS
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RISHTON PROSPECTS PANEL
The main focus for the Panel this year has been the art project at Rishton Railway Station. 
This project was commissioned to celebrate the 21st anniversary of Rishton PROSPECTS 
Panel. It’s been almost three years since the Panel invited Ursula Hurst, a local artist 
(Artdaze) to work with the three local primary schools in Rishton to showcase the history 
and also the modern delights of Rishton, to rail users.

The first phase of the project was the installation of the posters in the style of the old 
British Rail holiday excursion posters of the 1940s/50s. This will be followed by erecting 
figures, in costume, on both platforms, depicting mill workers waiting for the wakes weeks 
trains to take them to Blackpool for their summer holidays - hence the title ‘From the Mills 
to the Tower.’ The posters were positioned on the fencing on the Accrington platform the 
day before the Coronavirus lockdown. 

The next phase of the project is currently on hold but watch this space! The Panel is very 
grateful to Community Rail Lancashire whose help has been invaluable in bringing the 
project to fruition!

The Panel has also been busy looking after the planters around the village and carrying 
out work on the Leeds Liverpool Canal, helping with litter picks, rose pruning and planting 
pollinator friendly cottage border plants in the beds near the Canal Café. 

The Panel volunteers also had a stall at Rishton Festival to help raise the profile of the 
Panel locally and attract new members.

THE PROSPECTS PANELS 
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BAXENDEN COMMUNITY FORUM
The Forum has been busy again this year. It has carried out the maintenance of Haworth 
Park Rose Garden and the Poppy bed, the removal of Himalayan Balsam along Woodnook 
Vale Local Nature Reserve (LNR), the removal of tree guards from mature trees in Hollins 
Wood and undertaken litter picks. It also held two more successful Bat and Fungi walks 
around the area and helped to repair the willow arbour situated along Woodnook Vale.

Bill Matthews has stood down as the representative from the Forum on The PROSPECTS 
Foundation Management Committee and has been replaced by Roger Cunliffe. We would 
like to take this opportunity to thank Bill for all the work he has done for PROSPECTS over 
the last 21 years, however, Bill is still continuing as a member of the Forum which is great 
news! There is a lot to look forward to in the coming year as the Forum has successfully 
secured funding from Hyndburn Borough Council, Lancashire Environmental Fund, 
Lancashire County Council and the Windfall Fund for a series of access and habitat 
improvements at Hollins Wood, Jubilee Plantation and Woodnook Vale LNR. The work 
will include new paths in Jubilee Plantation; the creation of new and more accessible 
entrances in both Hollins Wood and Jubilee Plantation; new benches; interpretation & 
notice boards; tree planting; hedgerow planting & management; planting wildflower 
plugs; path repairs; new steps; fence removal; invasive species control; and installing 
habitat homes to encourage and support wildlife.

CLAYTON-LE-MOORS WITH ALTHAM PROSPECTS PANEL 
This year the Panel identified the ‘Millennium Baby Woodland’ on Burnley Road, Altham 
as its major project, working towards the 21st anniversary celebration of the planting of 
the woodland which will take place on Saturday 18th September 2021. The first action 
day has already taken place which involved the removal of mulch mats and re-installing 
path markers. Other days are planned too to identify dangerous trees which need felling, 
removal of more mulch mats and building bird, bat and owl boxes to install at a later 
date. The Panel also has plans to plant fruit trees on open land to the back and side of 
the ‘Old England Forever’ pub which fronts Church Street in Clayton-le-Moors.

THE PROSPECTS PANELS
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WOODY
Woody, our woodland management social enterprise, continued to work across Hyndburn 
during the year.  During the financial year, to 31st March 2020, Woody held 49 volunteer 
workdays working with a total of 20 different volunteers.  All this activity totalled 398 
volunteer attendances and provided Woody with 2,222 hours of volunteer support which 
equates to £30,889 of volunteer labour.  Now that’s what we call volunteer support! 

In terms of what Woody actually did during the year, the volunteers worked on 13 
different sites across Hyndburn, with Whinney Hill, Clayton Forest Park, Woodnook Vale, 
Hollins, Burnley Road ‘Rec’ and Bolton Avenue being the most regular.  The range of work 
undertaken ranged from thinning Ash & Larch compartments at Clayton Forest Park, 
installing a humungous new flight of steps at Whinney Hill, thinning Ash trees at Burnley 
Road ‘Rec’, pre-emptive felling of dangerous trees (mostly Willow) along Woodnook 
Vale, planting trees at Bolton Avenue and also felling Ash & Larch at Hollins in Baxenden.

As ever, the volunteers continued to use the mobile sawmill to create boards and timber 
for use as bird, bat, owl and hedgehog homes as well as for benches and cladding.  
They also spent many days extracting felled timber that is subsequently sold on to local 
customers.  Over the year, this totalled 23 trailer loads of firewood.  

Woody also continued the summer ‘Woody Wednesday’ evenings up at Oakhill Park and 
also attended the Prospects 21st Anniversary Event on the Town Square.  

OUR SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

Photography by Russell Taylor • www.russelltaylorphotography.co.uk
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Our Managers have had another busy year developing projects, applying for funding, 
liaising with Trustees and the PROSPECTS Panels, contributing to partnership working 
with other organisations across the Borough, looking after staff and keeping on top of 
the finances.

The main projects have included organising and hosting the 21st Anniversary Celebration 
Event in Accrington Town Square; developing and launching our new website; preparing for 
the transfer from a charitable company limited by guarantee to a Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation, a CIO; securing funding for a three-year Outdoor Learning Officer post 
from the Ernest Cook Trust; and contributing to Hyndburn Borough Council’s Climate 
Emergency Working Group.

The focus of the work is always looking ahead at ways to grow and consolidate our 
presence in the Borough and be better at promoting what we do. We are currently working 
towards - a bigger and better social media presence with training for staff, trustees and 
panels; re-vamping the Environment Centre on Broadway in Accrington to make it more 
welcoming and informative; looking at ways of making the Environment Centre building 
more comfortable using renewable energy technology; increasing our staffing level to 
take forward issues arising as a result of climate change; and developing our volunteer 
network.

As always we will also be looking to secure funding for all our existing staff posts as well 
as for new projects. We will continue to ensure all staff and trustees are fully trained in 
all aspects of project delivery and governance including safeguarding and social media.

CHARITY MANAGEMENT



OFFICERS:
Mike Stapleford  Charity Manager
Alison Silver  Charity Manager & Windfall Fund Co-ordinator
Roger Plum   Woodland Officer
Julie Livesey  Rewilding Officer
Barbara Sharples  Environmental Awareness Co-ordinator

The PROSPECTS Foundation is a registered charity and a company limited by guarantee.

Registered Charity Number:   1076541

Registered Company Number:  03686719

Bankers:
Triodos Bank, Deanery Road, Bristol, BS1 5AS

Solicitors:
Forbes Solicitors, Rutherford House, 4 Wellington Street, Blackburn, BB1 8DD

Auditors:
KM Accountants, 1st Floor, Block C, The Wharf, Manchester Road, Burnley, BB11 1JG

Investment Advisors:
Wrigleys Solicitors, 19 Cookridge Street, Leeds, LS29 3AG

Registered Office:
54 Broadway, Accrington, Lancashire, BB5 1EW

Telephone:  01254 230348

Email:  info@prospectsfoundation.org.uk

Website: www.prospectsfoundation.org.uk

Facebook: ProspectsFoundation

Twitter:  @Prospects1998
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WHO WE ARE
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Our full annual accounts can be downloaded from the Reports section on the About Us page 
on our website at www.prospectsfoundation.org.uk - or paper copies are available from our 
Environment Centre at 54 Broadway, Accrington.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31 OCTOBER 2019
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